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Overview
RCT and structural models in tandem 
How do we choose what ingredients to put into the model? 
How do we validate a model using measured impacts of policy? 
Doing counterfactual policy evaluation in the estimated model
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Heterogeneous Impacts and the Role of 
Structural Models
Kaboski and Townsend (2011) stress the importance of 

heterogeneous impacts across agents, even those who may be 
observably equivalent but vary on unobservables such as permanent 
income. They distinguish households on the margin of making an 
indivisible investment, for whom consumption actually drops, versus 
those who are credit-constrained hand to mouth, for whom 
consumption increases 1-1, and those not constrained and not 
investing but able to spend out of what had been a buffer stock of 
savings (no longer needed in the future with credit available). In the 
counterfactual policy requiring borrowers to invest, the distribution 
of treatment effects and welfare benefits were shifted from those who 
desired small loans for consumption to those who desired larger 
loans and loans to invest. 



Evaluation of a large scale micro�nance experiment: 
reduced-form and structural analysis

Kaboski and Townsend (2011 and 2012)

Robert M. Townsend

MIT
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KT (2012) - Description of the Program

Big program: 1.5% of GDP in 2001
a¤ected 77,000 villages

Valid quasi-experiment, since likely exogenous:
Surpise program: Parliament dissolved in November 2000, new government
elected in January 2001
Variation: each village" received 1 million fund, regardless of village size
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KT (2012) - Description of the Program (cont.)

Set up quasi-formal micro-lending village fund

Rules to ensure equal access

Typical loan: 20,000 baht ($500), one year loan limits, 2 guarantors, 7
percent nominal interest rate

Investment or consumption loans (explicitly)
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KT (2012) - Data and Outcomes

Panel survey data from the Townsend Thai dataset.

Five years (1997-2001) of pre-experiment data, six years (2002-2007) of
post-program data.

Supplement the data with information gathered in informal interviews
conducted in the �eld.

Four outcome classes:

short-term credit, borrowing from other formal sources (i.e., the BAAC and
commercial banks); reasons for borrowing and measures of the tightness of
credit markets (interest rates, default and informal borrowing).
Consumption and its di¤erent components: grains, dairy, meat, fuel, clothes,
home repair, vehicle repair, eating out, tobacco, alcohol, ceremonies, and
education.
Income and productive decisions: asset and income growth, and components
of net income (agriculture by component, business, and wages/salaries),
investment (agricultural and business), and input use (wages paid and
fertilizer/pesticides), wages by type of activity
Di¤erential impacts on the above variables in female-headed households
(Microcredit is often targeted toward women)
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KT (2012) - Method

Outcome yn,t for household n at time t depends on the amount of short-term
Village Fund credit household receives, VFCRn,t .

yn,t = αVFCRn,t +
I

∑
i=1

βiXi ,n,t + φt + φn + εn,t

Xi : Household control variables such as number of adult males, adult
females, children, dummy for male head, age of HH head, age of head
squared, years of schooling of the head.

Time speci�c e¤ect φt and household-speci�c e¤ect φn .
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KT (2012) - Instrument

Instrument used is the interaction between the inverse number of households
in the village (invHHn) and the post-program year dummies, χt=t� for
progrma year t�.

First stage regression:

VFCRn,t = λ2 invHHn � χt=2002 + λ3 invHHn � χt=2003

+
I

∑
i=1

δi Xi,n,t + φt + φn + un,t

Orthogonality Assumptions:

εn,t , un,t ? invHHn � χt=2002 jXi ,n,t , φt , φn
εn,t , un,t ? invHHn � χt=2003 jXi ,n,t , φt , φn
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KT (2011): Overview
Overview of Structural Paper

Few rigorous, structural estimates of the real returns to micro�nance, and
how they compare to direct transfer schemes.

KT use the variation introduced by a large-scale governmental micro�nance
program �The Thai Million Baht Village Fund�program.

Build a dynamic, structural model of credit constrained and bu¤er-stock
building households and estimate it on the pre-program data. Then use
post-program data for validating their model.

Why do we need the structural model here? Many of the impacts in KT
(2012) are puzzling without an explicit theory of credit-constrained behavior.

HHs increased their borrowing and their consumption roughly one for one with
each dollar put into the funds (cannot match with a perfect credit model, such
as a permanent income model, given that interest rates did not fall)
HHs not initially more likely in default, despite increase in borrowing.
Increase in frequency of investment, but unclear for level of investment
(puzzling if investment is divisible).
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KT (2011): What ingredients from data and reduced-form
paper need to be captured by model?

Precautionary savings model to capture uninsured income shocks seen in the
data

Add limited short-term borrowing (with constraints)

Default exists in equilibrium, so does renegotiation, to match the data.

Investment is rare but large when it occurs: indivisible, illiquid, high-yield
project, with stochastic size process

Income growth both high and very variable over households.
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KT (2011): Model

Based on standard bu¤er stock model of savings behavior under uncertainty
(Aiyagari (1994), Deaton (1991)) with additional investment option.

At time t + 1, liquid wealth of a household includes the principal and interest
on liquid savings from the previous period (1+ r) St and current realized
income Yt+1

Lt+1 = Yt+1 + (1+ r) St

Current income consists of permanent component Pt+1 and transitory
one-period shock Ut+1 :

Yt+1 = Ut+1Pt+1

Permanent income:
Pt+1 = PtGNt+1 + RDI ,t I

�
t

where: �rst term is a random walk component based on shock with drift G
and shock Nt+1, DI ,t 2 f0, 1g is a decision of whether to undertake a lumpy
investment project of size I �t or not.
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KT (2011): Model

Stochastic project size:
I �t = i

�
t Pt

so that project opportunities are increasing in permanent income (consistent
with data).

Liquid savings can be negative, but borrowing is bound by a limit St � sPt .
s is the key parameter to calibrate the intervention (more credit will make it
more negative).

Household maximizes expected discounted utility:

V (L0, I
�
0 ,P0; s) = max

fCt>0g
fSt+1g
fDI ,tg

E0

"
∞

∑
t=0

βt
C1�ρ
t
1� ρ

#

Ct + St +DI ,t I
�
t � Lt

where all variables are as de�ned above.
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KT (2011): Model

Expectations taken over all shocks:

Nt is random walk for permanent income: log (Nt ) follows N
�
0, σ2N

�
Ut is transitory income shock: ut = log (Ut ) follows N

�
0, σ2u

�
i�t is project size relative to permanent income: log (i

�
t ) follows N

�
µi , σ

2
i

�
Default: allow for a minimal consumption level cPt and default if
consumption would fall lower:

Ddef ;t = 1 if (s + c)Pt < Lt
= 0 else

in which case policies become: Ct = cPt , St = sPt , DI ,t = 0.
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KT (2011): Estimation

Parameters to be estimated: fr , σN , σu , σE ,G , c , β, ρ, µi , σi , sg
R is estimated using separate data and procedure.

σE is the variance of a classical measurement error on income with log
variance σE .

Use MSM (method of simulated moments) with optimal weighting matrix.

Use only �ve years pre-intervention (1997-2001)
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KT (2011): SMM Intuition

Without going into full procedure, some intuition for moment conditions used
Of course, all parameters are identi�ed jointly from all moment conditions,
but intuitions are useful:

εs (X , r) = Earned_intt � rSt�1
εcr (X , r) = Owed_intt � rCRt�1

where Earned_intt and Owed_intt are earned and owed interest on liquid
savings/borrowings respectively.
Need to solve for consumption, investment and default decisions:
C (Lt ,Pt , I �t ; θ), DI (Lt ,Pt , I

�
t , θ), Ddef (Lt ,Pt ; θ). Data is observed on

actual decisions Ct , It ,Deft and the states Lt and Yt .
De�ne deviations of actual from predicted variables, conditional on the
states. By Law of iterated expectations, these deviations should be zero and
are used as moment conditions.
With simulated method of moments: conditional expectation is computed by
drawing a series of shocks for U,N and I � and measurement error E and
taking averages.
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KT (2011): SMM Intuition

Income process moments help identify the income process.

For example; for the drift component G :

εg (Lt ,Yt ,Yt+1; θ) = log (Yt+1/Yt )� E [log (Yt+1/Yt ) jLt ,Yt ]

Additional moment conditions: De�ne

εC (Ct , Lt ,Yt , θ) = Ct � E [Ct jLt ,Yt ]
εD (DI ,t , Lt ,Yt , θ) = DI ,t � E [DI ,t jLt ,Yt ]
εI (Dt , It , Lt ,Yt , θ) = Dt It � E [Dt I �t jLt ,Yt ]

then use:
E [εC ] = E [εD ] = E [εI ] = 0

and in addition, remember Matzkin: exogenous and endogenous variables, 
observed and unobserved variables, assumptions about distributions
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Kaboski-Townsend (2011)





KT (2011): Prediction and Evaluation

Million Baht Program modeled as a relaxation of the borrowing limit.

First evaluate model�s predictions for 2002 and 2003, along 5 dimensions: log
consumption, investment probability, log investment levels, default probability
and income growth.

Draw series of shocks of U, N and I � and measurement error from the
distributions previously estimated and simulate the paths (500 times).
Creates 500 arti�cial datasets, made of the pre-intervention years and
predicted two years.

Then ask whether reduced-form regressions would yield similar estimates
using simulated data versus real data for post-intervention.

Model performs quite well on post-intervention data

Important lesson: Same regressions as impact evaluation in reduced-form
paper but we need the structural model to interpret those correctly (see next
two slides).
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KT (2011): Results and Heterogeneity

Find large e¤ects on consumption, but insigni�cant on investment and
structural model can explain why.

Average coe¢ cients mask a lot of heterogeneity and this is where structural
approach is more useful than su¢ cient statistics one.

Consider the following �gure, with di¤erent households being a¤ected
di¤erently by the program

Careful! Coe¢ cients don�t tell the full story.

Households who di¤er only in unobservables might respond di¤erently
E¤ects may be nonlinear and time-varying
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KT (2011): Results

Household i : would respond to increased borrowing by increasing
consumption and borrowing to the limit in response to their lower than
expected income

Household ii had higher than expected income and would invest and not be
constrained in consumption, and would not need to borrow

Household iii , though not investing will also increase consumption without
borrowing by reducing its bu¤erstock (since it now has a relaxed borrowing
constraint)

Households i to iii would hence increase consumption, yet are very di¤erent,
since ii and iii would not borrow to do so.

Household iv : is in default, no e¤ect on consumption or investment, simply
increases indebtedness

Household v : this is the �target�household of microcredit programs
traditionally: would increase investment in response to credit.
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KT (2011): Results
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KT (2011) - Counterfactual and Welfare Analysis

Strength of structural model is that one can perform counterfactual analysis
and do welfare calculations.

Consider counterfactual policy: Pure transfer which also provides additional
liquidity.

Advantage of Million Baht program: provides more than 1 mill. in potential
liquidity since borrowers increase their credit by 1 mill., but nonborrowers also
bene�t from the increased potential liquidity from the relaxed borrowing
constraint in the future. Borrowers have access to more liquidity than equally
distributed pure transfer.
Disadvantage: liquidity in form of loan, hence interest costs which are high.

Heterogeneity: Severely constrained households (in default or close) or
non-constrained households prefer pure transfer. Constrained households
prefer Million Baht Program.

Compare cost of Million Baht program to transfer program which yields same
expected utility.
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KT (2011) - Counterfactual and Welfare Analysis
(continued)

Average equivalent transfer per HH is just 7000 baht, (30 % less than the
10,100 baht per HH from Million Baht)

Masks a lot of heterogeneity: 10% value program at 16,200 baht or more,
other 10% value it at 900 baht.

Only 24% value program more than its cost.

Many HHs bene�t disproportionately from program because of increased
liquidity, but most bene�t much less because of interest cost.
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access to credit and productivity
Evidence from Thailand

Abhijit Banerjee2 Emily Breza 1 Robert Townsend 2 Diego Vera-Cossio 3

December 3, 2019
1Harvard
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3Inter-American Development Bank



what we do

Use the context of a large-scale lending program (Million Baht
Village Fund) to study misallocation.

1. Use 5 years of pre-program data to estimate productivity
∙ Control-function approach with novel proxy variable:
entrepreneur beliefs

2. Use the Million-Baht program as a natural experiment to
estimate marginal returns:

∙ Expansion in credit supply uncorrelated with baseline productivity.
∙ Prevents measurement error in baseline productivity from driving
dispersion in returns.

3. Use 5 post-program years of data to test whether baseline
productivity predicts:

∙ Program borrowing
∙ Returns to credit (program effects on profits)

4. Use quasi-experimental results to quantify gains from credit
reallocation.
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what we find

Evidence consistent with misallocation in credit markets:

∙ Large degree of dispersion in returns to credit based on
baseline productivity.

∙ High returns for the most productive entrepreneurs.
∙ Starker differences within the non-ag. sector (stronger
pre-program financial frictions).

∙ Differences persist 5 years after the program’s rollout.

∙ However, no differences in program borrowing based on
productivity (Community-based program).

Markets partially offset these disparities:

∙ High-productivity firms increase non-program borrowing.

Gains from reallocating program credit to the most productive:

∙ 6-16% increase in average village-level output.
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1-estimating pre-program capital productivity (a)

Caveat: No data on labor usage.

∙ A =capital productivity—the ability to generate output while
taking the stock of capital as given.

Log value-added (vait) production function (measurement):

vait = βkkit + ωit + ϵit (1)

∙ kit: log stock of capital available at the beginning of t.
∙ Goal: recover Ai,t = eωi,t using pre-program data.

Estimation:

∙ Control function approach (Olley-Pakes,Levinsonh-Petrin, ACF).
∙ Innovation: use subjective beliefs about profits as a proxy for
ωi,t.
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identification of the production function

Beliefs:

∙ Survey question: “What is your best guess about what the
household’s net profit will be next year?”

∙ Three scenarios: good, bad, average (we use normalized beliefs)

Identification assumption:

∙ Intuition: Conditional on the stock of capital (K), variation in
household beliefs is related to unobserved variation in ω

(monotonically).
∙ ωi,t follows a first-order Markov process.
∙ Timing: Beliefs are measured after K is chosen.(We used lagged
capital for estimations).

∙ βk constant across firms due to sample-size limitations.

(Elasticities)
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linking access to credit, productivity and returns

VFCrediti,v,t =αi + δt + θVFTreatmentv × Postt + δt × Âi,v + γXi,v,t + ei,v,t
θVF =θVF1 + θVF2 Âi,v

Profitsi,v,t =αi + δt + λTreatmentv × Postt + δt × Âi,v + γXi,v,t + ei,v,t
λ =θP1 + θP2 Âi,v

∙ αi, δt: household and year fixed effects.
∙ Â: Estimated pre-period productivity.
∙ Treatment: Treatment intensity (inverse village size (# of HHs)).
∙ Postt: Post-period indicator.
∙ λ: Returns to increased supply of credit.

Misallocation: θP2 > 0 and θVF2 ≤ 0

∙ Interpretation: high-A entrepreneurs exhibit higher returns to
credit, but they do not obtain more program credit.
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even larger differences among preexisting businesses
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Year

High A Low A

Off−farm business profits

Effect coincides with increases in business assets for high-A
entrepreneurs. (See Table)
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iv estimates of the returns to credit and the returns to capital

IV estimates (Instrument total credit with Post× Treatment) suggest
high financial returns to credit to high-A, non-ag businesses:

∙ THB 1.8 annual increase in profits per extra THB of total credit
∙ Much higher than MBVF interest rates (7% annual).

∙ We detect large effects in biz. assets (3.7 THB per THB of total
credit).

∙ Suggest annual returns to fixed capital of 48% (subject to
exclusion restrictions).

∙ Comparable to estimates from capital/cash-grant programs(i.e.,
De Mel, McKenzie & Woodruff (2008)).
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village-level gains fromreallocating credit to high-a entreprenuers

Gains from within-village reallocation of loans

Within sectors Across sectors
Output Capital Output Capital

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Average gain 10.6 3.6 14.2 5.3

By terciles of village size
Bottom 16.1 6.3 18.7 8.6
Medium 8.6 1.8 14.5 3.0
Top 6.5 2.4 9.0 3.9

Columns (1) and (2): Reallocation based on productivity rankings within sectors (Ag and Non-Ag) and villages. Columns (3) and (4):
Reallocation based on within village productivity rankings.

Larger gains from within village reallocation are concentrated in
smaller villages.
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Literature Review on 
Interpreting Experiments 
Through Structural Models



Todd and Wolpin (2006) “Assessing the Impact of a 
School Subsidy Program in Mexico”
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Attanasio,Meghir and Santiago (2011) “Education Choices 
in Mexico: Using a Structural Model and a Randomized 
Experiment to evaluate Progresa”



Bryan, Chowdhury, and Mobarak (2014) “Under-investment 
in a Profitable Technology: The Case of Seasonal Migration 
in Bangladesh”



Lagakos, Mobarak and Waugh (2018) “The Welfare 
Effects of Encouraging Rural-Urban Migration”
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Meghir, Mobarak, Mommaerts and Morten 
(2019) “Migration and Informal Insurance”



Preference Parameters
RCT practitioners also bring structure into evaluations, typically focusing 

on estimation of preferences. 
 Kremer et al. (2011) use randomized variation in water spring treatment in rural 

Kenya to estimate a revealed preference logit model. Using water trip patterns, 
they estimate a low willingness to pay for clean water, not inconsistent with the 
state of affairs before the intervention. They then use the structural model to 
evaluate the financial viability of various water institutions.

Relatedly, Gabriel Kriendler uses the experimental price variation to 
structurally estimate a model of route and departure time choice for home 
to work commute, to deal with traffic congestion.
 The model includes random utility shocks over routes and departure times, leading 

to a nested logit specification, and it accounts for the non-linear structure of 
incentives in the experiment. The paper combines the preference parameters and 
road technology using policy simulations of the equilibrium optimal congestion 
charge, which reveal notable travel time benefits, yet negligible welfare gains. 

Mahajan et al. (2019) use an randomized experiment on credit and 
insectide-treated bednets in India
 Some contracts had a commitment aspect – purchasing (on credit) future 

retreatments at the time of bednet purchase – to estimate the heterogeneous 
structural discounting parameters of a dynamic discrete choice model. They found 
that 80% of the population was time-inconsistent discounters, including 50% who 
were naively time-inconsistent, and this mattered for positive and normative 
analysis of counter-factual subsidies.
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